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ABSTRACT 
  

Developing simulation models for related problems in the 
same domain is generally a repetitive process.  Such simula-
tion models are similar in many aspects and have only minor 
differences.  Modeling efforts can be reduced to a great ex-
tent through the development of domain specific modules or 
templates that encapsulate the domain-specific logic and 
hide many of the modeling details.  This paper describes the 
development of such a domain-specific template for elec-
tronics assembly.  In particular, the template focuses on the 
automated assembly of printed circuit boards.  The template 
encompasses the complexity of the target domain and sim-
plifies the model-building process.  While the paper focuses 
on a language-neutral description of the template, specific 
experience with Arena is described. 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Simulation modeling is one of the most popular and useful 
system analysis techniques.  Most of the systems we come 
across in the real world are complex and stochastic in na-
ture with a number of input and output variables.  Analyti-
cal models for such systems often require simplifying as-
sumptions causing concern over the applicability of the 
solution.  Simulation is often the preferred choice to model 
complex and stochastic systems.  Simulation models help 
us in understanding the interactions going on inside the 
complex systems which are otherwise difficult to consider 
in other analytical models. 

Simulation modeling is designed to provide numerical 
results to the decision makers, who use these results to 
make conclusive design and operational decisions.  In gen-
eral, the simulation specialists and the decision makers 
have different backgrounds and more often than not, the 
simulation specialists lack the domain-specific knowledge 
required to model the system.  As a result, the simulation 
specialists and the decision makers must work closely to 
develop usable models. 
Models are often developed from the scratch to solve a 
specific problem.  Within a given domain, many of these 
models are very similar and could be generalized for use in 
similar environments.  Unfortunately, the models are often 
discarded once the project is finished, ignoring the oppor-
tunity to leverage the time and efforts that went into the 
models’ development.  Such problems can be avoided to 
some extent by simplifying the simulation modeling efforts 
by choosing one of the following options (Paul and Taylor 
2002): a) reuse of modeling components b) reuse of model 
subsystems c) reuse of a similar model. 

 
 

Templates are essentially reusable components with 
model subsystems encapsulated and hidden inside.  They 
occur in three tiers (Valentin and Verbraeck 2002a).  A 
queue or a resource with user interface to ease modeling 
can be considered as building blocks (or modules) at the 
lowest level.  Building blocks with focus on a specific do-
main come at the middle level.  Building blocks that can be 
extended according to the needs of the user come at the 
highest level.  Their common characteristics are: a) inde-
pendence, b) reusability, c) replaceablity, d) adaptability, 
e) effective user interfaces and f) internal structure encap-
sulation (Valentin and Verbraeck 2002b). 

The use of templates comes with many advantages.  
The time taken to develop domain-specific models can be 
reduced considerably as the templates can be used in more 
than one simulation study.  They help in easy conceptuali-
zation and understanding of the model due to their domain-
specific names and visual characteristics.  The templates 
are verified and validated, simplifying the overall model 
verification and validation.  Significant complexities of the 
model are hidden within the templates (i.e., encapsulated 
within the templates).  The use of templates also simplifies 
model maintenance and extension. 

This paper describes the development of a domain-
specific template for the automated assembly of printed 
circuit boards.  This paper is organized as follows.  Section 
2 provides a brief review of existing literature relating to 
the development of templates and generic models.  Section 
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3 describes the target domain of electronics manufacturing 
and the general concept for the template.  Section 4 de-
scribes the details of the template.  Finally, Section 5 pre-
sents the conclusions. 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Simulation model reuse and template development have 
been described for many years.  We discuss only a small 
subset of these in this paper.  Thesen (1990) has developed 
a generic model called template based simulator (TBS) 
which requires the user to input only the coefficient values 
for each defined element.  The templates defined in TBS 
include: work centers, routings, parts families, material 
handling systems and scheduling rules.  Prasad (1990) dis-
cusses the development of a generic simulation model to 
characterize photolithography area in a semiconductor 
FAB facility at Intel.  Ozdemirel and Mackulak (1993) de-
scribe the development of generic modules for manufactur-
ing systems using a group technology (GT) classification 
scheme.  Paul and Kuljis (1995) developed a simulation 
modeling package called CLIMSIM, which is a general 
purpose model for addressing the issue of waiting times in 
outpatient clinics and can model any hospital. 
 King and Kim (1995) developed an object oriented 
simulation tool called AgvTalk consisting of a library of 
classes used for the design and analysis of automated 
guided vehicle (AGV) systems.  Farrington et al. (1996) 
introduce software tools for the rapid modeling of electron-
ics manufacturing systems. The proposed architecture con-
sists of three elements: a line definer, a static analyzer and 
a code generator; connected through data transfer links and 
feedback loops.  The code generator consists of modules 
capable of generating input files for simulation languages 
like WITNESS and ARENA.  The templates described in 
this paper are similar in concept to the work described by 
Farrington et al. (1996).  AbouRizk et al. (1999) describe 
the special purpose simulation template developed in Sim-
phony, useful for the simulation of tunneling operations in 
the construction industry. 
 Son, Jones and Wysk (2000) discuss the development 
of neutral libraries of simulation components and model 
templates useful in discrete event simulation of flow of 
jobs through a job shop.  Ho et al. (2002) discuss the de-
velopment of a general purpose simulator consisting of a 
library of modules for modeling various subsystems within 
the railway system.  Anglani et al. (2002) present an object 
oriented procedure named UMSIS (UML Modeled SIMAN 
Implemented Simulation software) to develop flexible 
management system simulation models. 
 Thus there has clearly been a significant amount of re-
search and development devoted to the development of ge-
neric models and templates where repetitive modeling ef-
forts are involved.  However, despite this research, there 
 
are few commercially-available templates specifically fo-
cused at electronics manufacturing systems. 

3 ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURING 

3.1 Overview 

Electronics manufacturing involves the design, develop-
ment, assembly and testing of electronic components, parts 
and tools (Hollomon 1989).  There are two primary catego-
ries of electronics manufacturing - surface mount technology 
(SMT) and insertion mount technology (IMT).  SMT offers 
some significant advantages over IMT, which has resulted in 
a rapid growth of its market share in recent years.  The cur-
rent version of the template focuses on SMT.  SMT manu-
facturing styles are classified broadly into three kinds based 
on the soldering approach used.  Type 1 SMT is a pure sur-
face mount process and uses only SMCs.  Parts can be popu-
lated on both sides of the board.  In Type 2 SMT, both SMCs 
and IMCs are populated together on at least one side of the 
board and both sides of the board can be populated.  In Type 
3 SMT, all SMCs are glued to one side and the IMCs are in-
serted onto the other side. 
 The general SMT manufacturing process consists of 
the following steps: i) application of solder paste or adhe-
sive ii) component placement iii) curing iv) reflow solder-
ing and v) cleaning.  In addition to these processes, auto-
mated or manual inspection processes can be inserted 
between the individual processes steps.  Note that these 
general processes are the same regardless of the specific 
type of board being manufactured.  It is this commonality 
of processing steps that makes electronics manufacturing 
particularly well suited for a common template. 

From a modeling perspective, the following four is-
sues account for almost 95% of the design/operational 
analysis problems associated with PCB manufacturing 
(Kiran, Kaplan and Unal 1993): 

1. Capacity analysis: This is done to either analyze 
the capacity of the system keeping the number of 
machines fixed or to analyze the number of re-
sources required to achieve a target capacity. 

2. Operator analysis: To analyze the number of op-
erators required for successful operation of the 
system. 

3. Material handling: To determine whether the cur-
rent material handling equipment is sufficient for 
current and/or future needs. 

4. Process improvement and automation: To study 
the impact of potential process improvement ideas 
and automation procedures. 

These are precisely the types of analysis problems for 
which simulation is particularly applicable. 
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3.2 Typical Machine: Description 

A typical machine encountered in electronics manufacturing 
has three successive stages through which each of the boards 
passes – a) an input area, b) a processing area, and c) an 
output area.  Boards move into the input area to await proc-
essing.  Boards are then automatically moved from the input 
area into the processing area.  If the processing area has a 
capacity of more than one, the boards may be processed in 
batches. Once processing has been completed, the boards are 
automatically moved into the output area.  As such, the input 
and output areas provide buffer space for the processing area 
and typically have unit capacity.  
 The boards are moved between the machines using 
conveyors.  A PCB reaches the input area from a preceding 
conveyor and is removed from the output area by a suc-
ceeding conveyor.  It is these conveyors that provide the 
automated material handling between processing machines.  
In addition, the conveyors are generally accumulating-type 
conveyors and can provide additional buffering capacity 
between the machines. 
 During operation, machines frequently go down ne-
cessitating manual intervention by the line operator.  The 
two common classes of downtime include machine failures 
and part exhaust.  Machine failures occur when a machine 
encounters a problem that requires operator intervention.  
Part exhaust occurs when the supply of one or more of the 
components being placed on the board is exhausted, requir-
ing the operator to replenish the supply.  These downtimes 
represent critical modeling components that add to the 
complexity of the simulation models.  The downtimes are 
characterized by the distributions of the times to occur-
rence, the distributions of the duration, and the resource(s) 
required for attendance (e.g., the operator or technician).  
These parameters and their implementations are described 
in more detail in Section 4. 
 The total time spent by a board inside the machine can 
be split into smaller categories based on the state of the 
machine.  This is done to help us explain deviations in the 
time taken from the expected values.  The state of the ma-
chine describes the condition of the machine.  The machine 
begins in an idle state.  With the processing step, the ma-
chine changes into busy state.  If the machine goes down, it 
waits for an operator to arrive and fix the machine.  This 
state is called as failure state.  When the raw material in the 
machine is exhausted and the machine goes down for re-
plenishment, its state is called as exhaust state.  The state 
while the operator or the technician fixes the problem is 
either repair state or replenishment state.  When the prob-
lem is fixed and the machine starts working, its state is 
changed to busy again.  At the end of processing, the board 
leaves the machine if there is capacity available in the out-
put area.  If capacity is unavailable, the board remains on 
the machine and this state is called as blocked.  Once the 
board leaves the machine, its state is turned back to idle.  
 
Thus, the seven states defined for the machine are: i) Idle, 
ii) Busy, iii) Failure, iv) Repair, v) Exhaust, vi) Replenish, 
and vii) Blocked.  For the operator(s) and the technician(s), 
two states are defined: Idle and Busy.  One of the primary 
simulation output categories is the relative time that the 
machines and operators spend in each state. 

3.3 Typical Machine: Modeling 

The modeling aspect of this typical machine has been dis-
cussed here.  The machine’s processing logic and failure 
logic are attached in the form of block diagrams for easier 
understanding.  The processing logic, shown in Figure 1, is 
discussed first.  The transporting elements preceding and 
succeeding the machine are conveyors.  The input and out-
put areas are assumed to have a capacity of at least one.  
The boards enter the input area (block 2) before exiting the 
preceding conveyor (5).  The boards then seize (6) the re-
source before forming a batch (8).  There is a delay block 
(10) to account for the processing time of the board.  At the 
end of processing, the board batch is split (12) before the 
boards enter the output area.  The boards leave the output 
area (17) if space is available on the following conveyor.  
Some of the blocks are for assisting us in the collection of 
statistics like the time spent by an entity in the process.  
The states of the machine have to be changed continuously 
as the entities flow across the machine. 
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Figure 1:  Processing Logic 
 
The failure and exhaust processes of the machine are 

similar in most of the aspects except for the minor difference 
in their states and hence just the failure logic is discussed 
here.  The failure logic is shown in Figure 2.  Failures can be 
either time dependent or board dependent.  We discuss only 
the time dependent logic here.  The failure process runs with 
the creation of failure entities according to a specified distri-
bution of failure time (1).  The failure process has a queue 
(2) and a seize block (3) for seizing the resource.  This 
queue has a higher priority than the regular queue from the 
processing logic above.  After the machine is seized, the op-
erator (and/or other required resource) is seized by a separate 
seize block (5).  Once the operator responds and reaches the 
machine, he checks if the failure is of major type (6).  If the 
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Figure 2:  Failure Logic 
 

failure is major, the operator is released and a technician is 
requested (8).  When either the operator or the technician 
starts fixing the machine, the state of the machine is changed 
to repair (9) and there is a delay (10) accounting for the re-
pair time.  Once the repair work is finished, the opera-
tor/technician and the machine resource are released (11) 
and their states are changed to idle (12). 
 The typical machines we come across in electronics 
manufacturing include screen printers, placement ma-
chines, soldering ovens, automated inspection machines, 
and conveyors – corresponding to the general process de-
scribed above.  Section 4.3 provides more detailed descrip-
tions of the machine types.  The manufacturing lines gen-
erally consist of some or all of these machines connected in 
some fashion by conveyors.  Each of these machines is 
similar to the typical machine described above, but with 
different processing times, failure rates and exhaust rates.  
A module developed for this machine would encapsulate 
all this logic in a subsystem.  Thus the modeling efforts 
would be considerably reduced by the development of a 
template with reusable modules.  The following section de-
scribes such a template. 

4 TEMPLATE DEVELOPMENT 

4.1 Inputs 

This section discusses in detail the inputs used in the de-
sign of modules, categorized based on their common char-
acteristics. 

4.1.1 Conveyor 

The inputs related to conveyor are addressed below: 
i) Capacity of the conveyor: The number of boards 

that can simultaneously travel on the conveyor 
segment. 

ii) Length: The length of the conveyor. 
iii) Velocity: The constant velocity of the conveyor. 
iv) Entry point: The conveyor has two end points. 

The entry point is the point from where the boards 
enter the conveyor. 
v) Exit point: The exit point is the end point on the 
conveyor from where the boards leave the con-
veyor. 

vi) Preceding conveyor: The name of the conveyor 
from which the boards enter the module.  This is 
required in order to release the conveyor length 
occupied by the board entering the module.  The 
conveyor cannot be released until the resource is 
available for service. 

vii) Succeeding conveyor:  The name of the conveyor, 
which moves the board from the current module 
to the following module.  This is required in order 
to occupy sufficient space on the conveyor before 
releasing the resource.  If sufficient space is not 
available on the conveyor, the resource is blocked 
and is not released for serving the next board. 

4.1.2 Resource 

The inputs related to resource are addressed below: 
i) Resource: The resource representing the machine 

in the module. 
ii) Capacity of the resource: The number of ma-

chines available for this module.  Default value is 
one.  If the capacity is more than one, the boards 
may be processed in batches. 

iii) Indexing time: Indexing involves setup of the 
board before the actual processing is started.  It is 
provided as an option and is in the form of a sta-
tistical distribution or a constant value. 

iv) Processing time: It is the length of time for which 
the board is processed.  It has the form of either a 
statistical distribution or a constant value. 

4.1.3 Failures 

The inputs related to failures are discussed below: 
i) Failures: It is provided as an option to the user.  

Failures can be in two forms - time dependent 
failures (failures that occur at regular time inter-
vals) or board dependent failures (failures that oc-
cur after every specified number of boards).  The 
value can be in the form of a statistical distribu-
tion or a constant value. 

ii) Resource for repairs: This is valid only if failures 
exist.  This is the resource which fixes the ma-
chine when it is in failure state and is referred to 
as an operator. 

iii) Repairs: This is valid only if failures exist.  This is 
the time taken for the operator for checking the 
failure and fixing the machine.  It is also in the 
form of a statistical distribution or a constant value. 

iv) Probability of major failures in total failures: Pro-
vided as an option, major failures are the failures 
which cannot be fixed by the operator and a tech-
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nician is required.  These are different from the 
normal failures and may require a different repair 
resource, which we call as technician, with a new 
repair time distribution. 

v) Resource for major repairs: This is valid only if 
major failures exist.  This is the resource which 
fixes the machine when it has a major failure and 
is referred to as a technician. 

vi) Major repairs: This is valid only if major failures 
exist.  This is the time taken for the technician for 
checking the failure and fixing the machine.  It is 
also in the form of a statistical distribution or a 
constant value. 

4.1.4 Exhausts 

The inputs related to exhausts are discussed below: 
i) Exhausts: The discussion is similar to that of fail-

ures, but there are no major exhausts analagous to 
major failures.  As exhausts may not be applicable 
for all the machines (e.g., inspection processes), it 
should be provided as an option. 

ii) Resource for replenishment: It is similar to resource 
for repairing.  This is valid only if exhausts exist. 

iii) Replenishments: Valid only if exhausts exist.  It is 
similar to repair time distribution.  

4.1.5 Miscellaneous 

The other inputs generally required to model a line are as 
follows: 

i) Batch size: The boards that move together form a 
batch.  The number of boards in a batch is the 
batch size. 

ii) Capacity of the operator:  The number of opera-
tors available for the production line.  The default 
value is one.  

iii) Capacity of the technician: The number of techni-
cians available for the line.  Default value is one. 
Valid only if major failures exist. 

4.2 Outputs 

The outputs we are interested in collecting are as follows: 
i) The utilization of the machine, which is the per-

centage of time spent by the machine in busy state 
out of the total running time. 

ii) The percentage of time spent by the machine in 
each of the other defined states. 

iii) Time in module, which is the total time spent by 
an entity from its entry to exit in the module. 

iv) The average number of boards on each of the 
conveyors defined. 
v) The utilization of the operator, which is the per-
centage of time spent by the operator in the busy 
state out of the total time. 

vi) The utilization of the technician, which is the per-
centage of time spent by the technician in the 
busy state out of the total time.  This is valid only 
if major failures exist and they are fixed by a 
technician different from an operator. 

All these outputs have to be obtained for each replication 
as well as over all the replications for which the model is run.   

4.3 Modules 

The following are the machines which we frequently come 
across in the electronics manufacturing industry:  

i) Board Destacker: A device that removes boards 
from a stack and feeds them onto the line one at 
a time.   

ii) Screen Printer: It is the machine where the at-
tachment media in the form of solder paste or ad-
hesive is applied on the board.  This module is 
based on the module designed in Section 4.4.1 
with both failures and exhausts.  The machine suf-
fers from exhausts when it runs out of solder paste 
or adhesive.  The processing time is the time 
taken for solder paste to be applied on the board. 

iii) Placement: Here the components are placed on 
the machine.  This module is based on the module 
designed in Section 4.4.1 with both failures and 
exhausts.  The machine suffers from exhausts 
when it runs out of the components.  The process-
ing time is the time taken for the components to 
be placed on the board. 

iv) Board Inverter: If the components are to be 
placed on both sides of the board, the board has to 
be inverted after the components are placed on 
one side.  This is the machine where it is done.  
This module is based on the module designed in 
Section 4.4.1, with only failures. 

v) Curing machine: Machine where the attachment 
media is cured.  It is either in the form of a ma-
chine or conveyor. 

vi) Soldering machine: Machine with a conveyor 
where either reflow soldering or wave soldering 
is done. 

vii) Cleaner: Machine where the boards are cleaned 
by passing them through a conveyor or a machine. 

viii) Tester: Here the boards undergo a testing proce-
dure.  The processing time is the time taken for 
the testing process of a single board.  The boards 
that fail the test are checked by the operator be-
fore they are either discarded or sent for rework. 

ix) Board stacker: Place where the boards coming out 
of the line are stacked together and packed. 
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x) Conveyor: The transportation of boards between 
the machines is done by conveyors, which move 
at a constant speed.  This is based on the module 
designed in Section 4.4.2. 

4.4 Modeling of Modules 

This section discusses the modeling of the following ma-
chines: 

1. Machine with(out) failures and/or with(out) ex-
hausts. 

2. Conveyor with(out) failures. 

4.4.1 Machine with Failures and Exhausts 

The modeling involves mainly three aspects – data input, 
collection of output and development of logic.  The input 
data required for this module is as follows:  

i) Name 
ii) Preceding conveyor 
iii) Succeeding conveyor 
iv) Resource 
v) Capacity of the resource 
vi) Indexing time 
vii) Processing time 
viii) Failures 
ix) Repairs 
x) Resource for repairs 
xi) Probability that a failure will be a major failure 

(potentially requiring a different repair resource) 
xii) Major Repairs 
xiii) Resource for major repairs 
xiv) Exhausts 
xv) Replenishments 
xvi) Resource for replenishments 

 The outputs to be collected for this module are as 
follows:  

i) The utilization. 
ii) The percentage of time spent by the machine in 

each of the other defined states. 
iii) Time in module. 

The logic for this machine involves developing of process-
ing logic, failure logic and exhaust logic.  The logic is 
same as discussed before in Section 3.3.  The only impor-
tant aspect is the proper transfer of data entered in input 
dialog into the logic blocks.  The seize, delay and release 
blocks in the logic use the resource entered in the input 
dialog.  All the other data like the processing time, index-
ing time, etc has to be referred in the proper blocks.  Out-
put statistics like the utilizations and the percentage of time 
spent by the resource in each of its states have to be col-
lected appropriately. 
4.4.2 Conveyor with Failures  

This section discusses the design of a conveyor module 
with failures.  The inputs required are as follows:  

i) Name 
ii) Entry point  
iii) Exit point 
iv) Velocity 
v) Length 
vi) Capacity 
vii) Failures 
viii) Repairs 
ix) Resource for repairs 
x) Probability of major failures in total failures 
xi) Major Repairs 
xii) Resource for major repairs 

 The outputs to be collected for this module are as 
follows:  

i) The average number of entities on the conveyor. 
ii) The percentage of time spent by the conveyor in 

each of the defined states. 
 The number of boards that can travel simultaneously 
on a conveyor is its capacity.  When a conveyor fails, the 
boards moving on it are stopped until the problem is fixed 
by an operator.  The design of a conveyor in terms of re-
sources and queues is described here.  The conveyor flow 
logic is shown in Figure 3.  The conveyor is designed in 
the form of a resource with the capacity equal to the capac-
ity of the conveyor.  The length of the conveyor is split 
into equal lengths of length/capacity.  The boards enter a 
queue (1) and seize (2) a unit of resource.  The boards un-
dergo appropriate delay (3) before releasing the resource 
(4).  Here the assumptions are: i) the delay (3) is less than 
the interarrival time of boards onto the conveyor so that the 
boards maintain minimum distance between each other and 
ii) there is an infinite queue at the end onto which the 
boards are released from the conveyor. 
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Figure 3:  Conveyor Flow Logic 

 
The failure logic of the conveyor is shown in Figure 4.  

The failure entities are created (1) as a batch with size 
equal to the capacity of the resource.  Each entity enters a 
queue (2) whose priority is higher than that in the flow 
logic and seizes (3) a single unit of resource.  The entities 
are again batched (4) so that the full conveyor fails at a 
time.  The remaining logic is similar to that of a resource. 
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Figure 4:  Conveyor Failure Logic 

4.5 IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of the modules discussed above is 
done in the simulation tool Arena, which is based on 
SIMAN simulation language.  The module development in 
Arena involves the development of a template, which is a 
collection of modules.  A module development process in 
Arena involves the following five steps (Rockwell Soft-
ware 1999):  

1. Input dialog: The input dialog is the dialog shown 
for data to be entered into the module.  The input 
dialog should display all the input items designed 
for a module. 

2. Logic: It consists of the simulation logic of the 
module.  The data required by the blocks is ob-
tained by referencing the data entered into the in-
put dialog.  

3. Switches: Switches help in defining variations of 
input dialog, module logic, etc. based on certain 
conditions. 

4. Panel icon: The icon for the module as seen in the 
template panel.  

5. User view: It is the display of the module as seen 
when an instance of the module is placed in the 
model window. 

 The development of modules for placement and con-
veyor machines is discussed below.  Only the input dialog 
and logic are discussed here. 

4.5.1 Placement Machine 

The placement machine is a machine with failures and ex-
hausts.  The logic, the input data and the output statistics 
are similar to those for the machine discussed in Section 
4.4.1.  The input dialog for the placement module is shown 
in Figure 5.  Indexing, failures and exhausts are provided 
as options with the help of checkboxes.  Secondary dialog 
boxes are provided for failure details and exhaust details.  
The data entered into the input dialog is referenced by the 
Arena blocks used in the logic.  The processing logic is 
displayed in Figure 6.  The output statistics like the utiliza-
tion and percentage of time spent in different states have to 
be collected for the resource. 
 

 
Figure 5:  Placement Module Input Dialog 
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Figure 6:  Placement Module Processing Logic 

4.5.2 Conveyor 

The conveyor module is modeled based on the conveyor 
data module provided by Arena.  The input dialog for the 
conveyor is shown in Figure 7.  The logic development is 
quite simple and involves referencing the data items in the 
input dialog from the conveyor data module.   

4.5.3 Additional Details 

In addition to the definition of modules, the following 
things should be done before doing the simulation.  The 
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Figure 7:  Conveyor Module Input Dialog 
 
capacities of the operator(s) and technician(s) defined have 
to be set to their actual capacities.  This is done from the 
Resource data dialog of Basic Process template panel.  The 
output statistics like the utilization and percentage of time 
spent in different states have to be collected for these re-
sources.  This is done from the Statistic data dialog of Ad-
vanced Process template panel. 

5 CASE STUDY 

This section discusses the project involving the analysis of 
a PCB manufacturing facility which motivated us towards 
the development of generic modules.  The manufacturing 
process consisted of the following machines: i) screen 
printer ii) inspection iii) placement iv) reflow soldering 
oven v) coolers and vi) auto visual inspection (AVI).  The 
boards undergo testing at the inspection machines.  Coolers 
are conveyors fitted with fans at the top and they bring 
down the temperature of the boards as they come out of the 
soldering oven.  All the machines are interconnected by 
limited capacity conveyors.  A single operator oversees the 
operation of the system and is responsible for the repair 
and replenishment of the machines.  The objective of the 
project was to determine the capacity of the system and to 
suggest steps for potential improvements. 
 The first simulation model was developed using the 
templates provided in Arena.  Processing, failure and ex-
haust logics were developed for screen printer and place-
ment machines, while only processing and failure logics 
were done for inspection and AVI.  Reflow oven and cool-
ers were modeled as conveyors.  Data was collected from 
the production facility about the cycle times, defect prob-
abilities for inspection machines, failure and repair rates, 
exhaust and replenishment rates of the machines.  To ana-
lyze the system, the following outputs were collected: a) 
utilization of the resources b) the percentage of time spent 
by a resource in each of its states c) the time spent in sys-
tem by a board d) WIP in the system and e) the capacity of 
the system. 

A second simulation model has been developed using 
the modules.  Screen printer, placement, soldering oven 
and inspection modules are selected to represent their re-
spective machines.  Appropriate number of conveyor mod-
ules are selected  to represent conveyors.  The modules are 
filled with the relevant data collected before.  These steps 
complete the model development.  The model is then run 
and the results are analyzed. 

It can be concluded that the model development for 
PCB assembly process is simplified significantly by the 
use of templates.  The processing, failure and exhaust lo-
gics are hidden inside the modules, requiring us to just un-
derstand the process and fill the data appropriately. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The modeling of machines for electronics manufacturing in-
volves significant effort due to the existence of failures, part 
exhausts and their dependence on operators and other re-
sources.  The complexity involved in modeling a typical 
machine has been described in this paper.  The design and 
development of the placement module (with failures and ex-
hausts), and the conveyor module (with failures) has been 
discussed in detail.  These reusable modules encapsulate the 
modeling logic and significantly reduce the efforts required 
in future for modeling a system with these machines. 
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